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ABSTRACT
Young close binaries open central gaps in the surrounding circumbinary accretion disc,
but the stellar components may still gain mass from gas crossing through the gap. It
is not well understood how this process operates and how the stellar components are
affected by such inflows. Our main goal is to investigate how gas accretion takes place
and evolves in close T Tauri binary systems. In particular, we model the accretion
flows around two close T Tauri binaries, V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau, both showing peri-
odic changes in emission lines, although their orbital characteristics are very different.
In order to derive the density and velocity maps of the circumbinary material, we em-
ploy two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations with a locally isothermal equation of
state. The flow patterns become quasi-stable after a few orbits in the frame co-rotating
with the system. Gas flows across the circumbinary gap through the co-rotating La-
grangian points, and local circumstellar discs develop around both components. Spiral
density patterns develop in the circumbinary disc that transport angular momentum
efficiently. Mass is preferentially channelled towards the primary and its circumstellar
disc is more massive than the disc around the secondary. We also compare the derived
density distribution to observed line profile variability. The line profile variability trac-
ing the gas flows in the central cavity shows clear similarities with the corresponding
observed line profile variability in V4046 Sgr, but only when the local circumstellar
disc emission was excluded. Closer to the stars normal magnetospheric accretion may
dominate while further out the dynamic accretion process outlined here dominates.
Periodic changes in the accretion rates onto the stars can explain the outbursts of line
emission observed in eccentric systems such as DQ Tau.
Key words: Accretion, accretion discs – binaries: close – hydrodynamics – methods:
numerical – stars: individual: V4046 Sgr, DQ Tau – stars: pre-main sequence.
1 INTRODUCTION
Classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) are young pre-main-
sequence objects with pronounced emission line features and
an infrared excess indicative of dust in the circumstellar
discs. A number of CTTS are confirmed close binaries, with
orbital periods from days to weeks, and several of these
show emission lines that vary in intensity and line shape
with phase. In such systems, the stars orbit in a gap opened
by tidal interactions inside a circumbinary disc. Eccentric
systems, like DQ Tau (Basri et al. 1997) and UZ Tau E
(Mart´ın et al. 2005), show enhanced emission line activity
? Based on observations collected at the European Southern Ob-
servatory.
† E-mail: deval@mps.mpg.de
close to periastron passages. This indicates that the accre-
tion in such systems is non-axisymmetric, and perturbed by
the orbital interaction with the inner disc. However, in at
least one system with equal-mass components and nearly
circular orbits, namely V4046 Sgr, emitting gas fills the gap
between the stars and the surrounding disc. Observations of
V4046 Sgr by Stempels & Gahm (2004) provided evidence
that the flows are manifestations of non-axisymmetric mass
accretion in this system. These observations show that gas
flows across the gap also in young, close binary systems with
circular orbits.
Circumbinary discs are common in a wide range of as-
trophysical objects such as young binary stellar systems and
massive binary black hole systems at the centre of galaxies
(see e.g. Hayasaki et al. 2007). Binary stars are believed to
form by fragmentation of dense cores and accrete mass from
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the envelope via a circumbinary disc. It is of interest to un-
derstand how the components in binaries evolve due to pref-
erential mass accretion, and how the orbital elements may
change with time. Protobinary systems allow us to study
disc evolution under well defined conditions, since the sizes
of the central gaps in the circumbinary disc are determined
by tidal truncation and the stellar components are supposed
coeval. The common evolution of the circumstellar discs is
governed by accretion from the circumbinary disc that can
extend up to hundreds of AU.
Numerical simulations of binary systems with a cir-
cumbinary disc based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994; Bate & Bonnell 1997)
and grid-based methods (Gu¨nther & Kley 2002; Gu¨nther
et al. 2004) show that an inner cavity forms inside of the
2:1 resonance. Bate & Bonnell (1997) found that, in bina-
ries with a mass ratio different from unity, the less mas-
sive protostar accretes more material and is therefore more
luminous. However, that claim has been later refuted us-
ing high-resolution two-dimensional grid-based simulations
(Ochi et al. 2005; Sotnikova & Grinin 2007; Hanawa et al.
2010). Recent SPH simulations of multiple star formation
in molecular clouds have shown that unequal mass binaries
are rare (Delgado-Donate et al. 2004; Clarke 2008), although
observational data indicates that mass ratios different from
unity are common (Reid & Gizis 1997). For reviews of ob-
servational properties and numerical simulations of young
multiple systems see Mathieu et al. (2000); Ducheˆne et al.
(2007); Goodwin et al. (2007).
Artymowicz & Lubow (1996) found that binaries with
eccentric orbits can generate non-axisymmetric gas flows
from the disc edge in agreement with the periodic line
changes observed in such systems. Preliminary simulations
of systems with circular orbits (Artymowicz 2005 – see
Gahm 2006, page 151), have shown that mass accretion oc-
curs, but the gas density inside the gap is much lower than
for systems with eccentric orbits. Such simulations, and with
similar conclusions, were later done by Sotnikova & Grinin
(2007). Systems with companions on inclined circular orbits
have also been modelled (Papaloizou & Terquem 1995).
In the present paper we investigate accretion in close T
Tauri binaries and follow the early stages of their evolution.
We carry out numerical simulations of protoplanetary discs
surrounding close T Tauri binaries using an Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) scheme, providing high spatial resolu-
tion inside the inner cavity opened by the binary orbit. We
follow the formation of a circumstellar gap in the disc and
map the accretion flows onto the stellar components where
local circumstellar accretion discs form, and estimate line
profile emission from the accretion flows. We select the or-
bital parameters of the systems to match two well observed
spectroscopic binary systems V4046 Sgr (circular) and DQ
Tau (eccentric) in order to compare the accretion process
in these two different cases, and we explore how our re-
sults compare with earlier simulations of similar systems.
Observations indicate that accretion from such circumbi-
nary discs occurs over the gap but that the gas flows are
non-axisymmetric. The stellar components in these systems
gain most of their mass by accretion through circumstellar
discs. Our calculations also provide information on whether
mass accretion is directed preferentially to the primary or
the secondary in the different systems. In order to shed some
light on this question we have also modelled a system on a
circular orbit, but with a mass ratio different from unity.
Finally, both V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau show remarkable pe-
riodic changes in the Balmer line profiles. We explore in a
qualitative way to what extent these variations could match
predictions from our model. This study is also relevant to
understand accretion onto a planet that is massive enough
to tidally open a gap in a circumstellar disc. Giant planets
can accrete material outside the planet’s orbit through the
annular cavity at a rate comparable with the accretion rate
onto the inner disc (Kley et al. 2001).
This paper is organized as follows. Our physical model
and numerical code are described in Section 2. The main
results from our simulations of circular and eccentric binary
systems are presented in Section 3, and comparisons to ob-
served emission line variations in V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau are
made in Section 4, where we also discuss differences between
accretion in systems with different mass ratios. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 NUMERICAL SETUP
We consider the evolution of a non-self-gravitating circumbi-
nary disc around close T Tauri binary systems with circular
and eccentric orbits. First, we model a circular system with
parameters similar to the T Tauri system V4046 Sgr, for
which we have acquired complementary observations. The
parameters stellar mass, semi-major axis, period, inclina-
tion and eccentricity are given in Table 1. In the second set
of simulations we study close binary systems with moderate
orbital eccentricity and mass ratio close to unity such as DQ
Tau (see Table 2). There is observational evidence that both
system are surrounded by extensive circumbinary discs (see
Stempels & Gahm 2004; Mathieu et al. 1997; Kastner et al.
2008, for details).
2.1 Basic equations
The system is described by the two-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations using vertically-integrated variables
∂Σ
∂t
+∇ · (Σv) = 0 (1)
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = − 1
Σ
∇P −∇Φ (2)
Σ denotes the surface density, P is the pressure, v is the
velocity of the fluid and Φ is the gravitational potential.
The surface density can be expressed as
Σ(r, φ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(r, φ, z) dz, (3)
where ρ is the three-dimensional density. The gravitational
potential is given by the formula
φ(r, t) =
2∑
i=1
φi(r, t). (4)
Each stellar component has a potential of the form
φi =
−GMi√
(r − ri)2 + 2
, (5)
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Table 1. Orbital parameters of the circular binary system V4046
Sgr (Stempels & Gahm 2004; Quast et al. 2000). Masses are in
units of the solar mass and distances are in solar radii.
Parameter Primary Secondary
M 0.912 M 0.873 M
a1, a2 4.52 R 4.72 R
P 2.4213459 d
i 35◦
e 6 0.01
where  is the gravitational softening, r is the distance from
the centre of mass and ri denotes the position of the star.
The softening length is typically 0.1a in our simulations.
This value is smaller than the Hill radius where the gravity
from the star dominates and the gas forms a circumstellar
disc. Therefore, the choice of softening length does not affect
strongly the results of our simulations.
We adopt a simple equation of state for the gas in our
models with a temperature profile depending on the distance
to the centre of mass and to each stellar component. A lo-
cally isothermal solver for the circumbinary disc with con-
stant aspect ratio H/r = 0.05 is implemented, where H is
the disc scale height and r is the distance from the barycen-
tre (see e.g., Lin & Papaloizou 1985). The sound speed in
the circumbinary disk is given approximately by the formula
cs = HΩd, (6)
where H is the scale-height and Ωd is the Keplerian angular
velocity in the circumbinary disc. Each stellar component
has a temperature distribution according to the prescrip-
tion in Peplin´ski et al. (2008). Accretion processes in cir-
cumbinary discs can be an efficient mechanism to convert
gravitational potential energy into radiation for high mass
accretion rates. In our case, the disc is assumed to radiate
efficiently the thermal energy generated from tidal dissipa-
tion, viscous heating and stellar radiation. In the absence of
an efficient cooling mechanism the gas would heat up and
the disc would become geometrically thick. We do not in-
clude irradiation effects from the stars in our equation of
state.
Self-gravity of the disc was not considered in our simula-
tions since the total mass of the disc material in the compu-
tational domain is much smaller than the mass of the binary
system (see e.g. Gu¨nther et al. 2004). Initially, we kept the
system in a fixed Keplerian orbit and assumed a coplanar
circumbinary disc for simplicity. In some computations, we
did not account for the accretion of material onto the stars
and therefore a high density peak forms around the stars.
Such high-density peaks are clearly an artefact of our simu-
lations and are not real. We therefore exclude these regions
when doing a comparison with observations (see Section 4).
2.2 Initial and boundary conditions
The binary orbits and mass ratios assumed in the presented
simulations are chosen to closely match the configurations
of V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau. At time zero we start with a
surface density proportional to r−0.5 following Gu¨nther &
Kley (2002). However, the density distribution at large dis-
tances in the circumbinary disc has no appreciable effect on
Table 2. Orbital parameters of the elliptic binary system DQ
Tau (Mathieu et al. 1997)
.
Parameter Primary Secondary
M 0.55 M 0.55 M
a1, a2 6.6 R 6.6 R
P 15.8043 d
i 23◦
e 0.556
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Figure 1. Initial surface density distribution with coordinates ex-
pressed in solar radii for the DQ Tau case (see Table 2). The sur-
face density in computational units is given in logarithmic scale.
The outer circumbinary disc is represented by the equilibrium
distribution of an accretion disc around a single star, where the
surface density is proportional to r−0.5 (Gu¨nther & Kley 2002).
the accretion flows through the gap. We created a central
axisymmetric cavity around the centre of mass of the stellar
system inside the 2:1 resonance initially, where we have set
the density to Σ ≈ 10−2Σ0 in our computational units. The
circumbinary gas rotates in the same direction as the stars
and initially has Keplerian velocities around the centre of
mass of the system. In Fig. 1, we show an example of an ini-
tial axisymmetric surface density profile with a power-law
radial dependence at large distances. The gravitational po-
tential of the stars is introduced smoothly over half an orbit
to avoid the formation of strong shocks.
We used open outflowing boundaries with wave damp-
ing zones outside r = 2a to avoid wave reflection and mass
loss. Mass inflow into our computational domain was not
considered. The damping regions were implemented in the
outer regions of the circumbinary disc where the following
equation was solved after each time step:
dx
dt
= −x− x0
τ
R(r), (7)
where x represents either the surface density, or the velocity
components, τ is the orbital period of the gas at r = 2a and
R(r) is a ramp-up function which becomes unity at r = 3a
(de Val-Borro et al. 2006). With this boundary prescrip-
tion we can avoid mass loss through the open boundaries.
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Simulations were run using different damping functions to
confirm that the gap structure and accretion streams do not
depend strongly on our choice of boundary conditions.
Material from the circumbinary disc is accreted through
the gap and forms circumstellar discs. Accretion onto the
stars is estimated by removing material from a region inside
the Hill radius for each stellar component every time-step
(see e.g. Peplin´ski et al. 2008; de Val-Borro et al. 2009), al-
though the dynamical mass of the stars is kept constant.
Since the obtained accretion rates and time scales are small
this is a reasonable assumption. The mass is removed from
the circumstellar disk after each time step using the expres-
sion
∆Σ = max (0,Σ− Σav) , (8)
where Σav denotes the average density in the star’s neigh-
bourhood racc < |r− rs| < 2racc, where racc is a fraction of
the softening length. The momentum of the accreted mate-
rial is removed from the system.
2.3 Numerical code
We performed two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations
of the material in the orbital plane on a Cartesian grid. The
simulations were run on a dynamically refined grid for ∼ 10
orbital periods when the system has reached a quasi-static
configuration.
The Cartesian version of the FLASH code was run in
the inertial frame centered on the centre of mass of the bi-
nary system. FLASH is a parallel block-structured code
based on the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) (Fryxell
et al. 2000) 1. The code has been extensively tested in var-
ious compressible flow astrophysical problems (see e.g. de
Val-Borro et al. 2006, and references therein). FLASH uses
the PARAMESH library to refine the grid dynamically based
on the behaviour of the solution.
For this work, we explicitly ensure the conservative
transport of angular momentum to a high degree of accuracy
introducing the Coriolis force as source terms (Kley 1998).
This is particularly important when large density gradients
are present in the computational domain. In our problem,
we need to resolve a large density contrast between the in-
ner cavity and the circumbinary disc. Our implementation
includes an adapted equation of state module and a simple
N-body solver to evolve the binary orbit. Physical viscosity
is not included in our simulations. In addition, FLASH is
able to resolve the spiral arms in our simulations and an
artificial viscosity is not needed to smooth out the shocks.
The unit of distance is a = 1 in the simulations, and
the unit of time is the orbital period of the system which is
given by
P = 2pi
√
a3
G(M1 +M2)
= 2pi, (9)
where G(M1 + M2) = 1 for computational convenience. In
our units the angular frequency of the binary is Ω = 1.
The number of cells in our simulations is nx × ny =
(256, 256) and nx×ny = (512, 512) for the higher-resolution
1 FLASH is available at http://www.flash.uchicago.edu/
L2 L3
Circumbinary disc
Primary
Secondary
Figure 2. Diagram of a gravitationally bound binary system
on a circular orbit surrounded by a circumbinary disc in Keple-
rian rotation. The gravitational interaction creates a central cav-
ity at the tidal truncation radius. Local circumstellar discs form
around each star from material accreted from the circumbinary
disc through the Lagrangian points L2 and L3.
simulations, with four additional levels of refinement. There-
fore, we achieve high-resolution inside the circumbinary gap
and in the vicinity of the stars. The computational domain
extends between −3a 6 x 6 3a and −3a 6 y 6 3a, with
uniform spacing in our base grid in both directions.
3 RESULTS
In this section we discuss the results of our simulations of
circular and eccentric binary systems surrounded by a cir-
cumbinary disc. A central cavity forms on the dynamical
scale by the gravitational effect of the binary with the inner
edge close to the 2:1 corotation resonance. The disc relaxes
viscously on short time scales and the flow becomes quasi-
stationary in the corotating frame for circular binaries. This
case is also appropriate to test the stability of our numerical
method. The accretion flows form global patterns as shown
in Fig. 2 for a binary on a circular orbit with a surrounding
circumbinary disc after the envelope has been dissipated.
Gas streams from the surrounding disc across the central
cavity through the co-linear Lagrangian points L2 and L3,
and small local discs develop around each star.
3.1 Circular Binaries
After about two orbits, we obtain a quasi-stationary and
symmetric configuration in the corotating frame of the sys-
tem. Figure 3 shows the surface density in logarithmic scale
for the V4046 Sgr system after five orbits. At this time, the
surface density within the inner hole is reduced about six
orders of magnitude relative to the density in the outer disc.
c© 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 3. Surface density map in logarithmic scale for a simu-
lation of the system V4046 Sgr after 5 orbits including accretion
onto the stars. The initial surface density of the circumbinary
disc is unity. The secondary is located at (x, y) = (−4.72, 0) R,
and the primary at (x, y) = (4.52, 0) R. The system rotates in
counterclockwise direction.
The corresponding velocity pattern is shown in Fig. 4. Fig-
ure 5 shows the velocity vectors in the inertial frame, and
the corresponding flow lines in the corotating frame are dis-
played in Fig. 6. Although the numerical viscosity in our
code is small (de Val-Borro et al. 2007), diffusion into the
inner hole can result from numerical viscosity or shock for-
mation. Still, the tidal gap remains open for the duration
of our simulations although significant accretion continues
onto the stars.
Two-armed spiral structures form in the circumstellar
discs after about one orbit, and a high-density arm joins
both discs. The circumstellar discs are strongly perturbed
by the accretion flows through the inner cavity, although the
spiral arms remain in a stable configuration for the duration
of our simulations. The gravitational softening affects the
density distribution around the star but it does not modify
the accretion flows through the gap.
We have used a grid structure with four additional lev-
els of refinement shown in Fig. 7. Almost the whole inner
gap and stellar components are refined and therefore have
higher resolution. The outer regions of the disc have coarser
resolution which allows us to speed up the calculation. From
lower-resolution test runs involving more than 10 orbits we
conclude that the pattern of gas flows and the position of
the edge of the circumbinary disc do not change significantly
after about five orbits.
Figure 8 shows the averaged surface density around the
stellar components as a function of radial distance. In this
simulation, mass is not accreted onto the stars, and the den-
sity peaks in both discs reflect this accumulation of matter.
Since mass is not removed from the disc, the profile does
not correspond to a standard accretion disc. In addition,
the density distribution in the inner disc is influenced by
the gravity softening. Therefore, the stellar cores are ex-
cluded from the calculation of emission line profiles. The
circumstellar disc around the primary is slightly more mas-
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Figure 4. Velocity maps for V4046 Sgr after five orbits. The
upper panel shows the vx component and the lower panel shows
the vy component. The color scale is in units of aΩ.
sive than the disc around the secondary. If mass is accreted
in the circumstellar discs, averaged accretion rates onto the
stellar cores are ∼ 2.8×10−8M yr−1. These values agree in
order of magnitude with other eccentric and circular binary
simulations (Gu¨nther & Kley 2002; Gu¨nther et al. 2004).
Fig. 9 shows the accreted mass onto the primary against
time for the V4046 Sgr model.
We then repeat our simulations of a circular binary but
with components of different mass. We set the mass ratio
to 1:5 with the same primary mass and mean distance be-
tween the components as in the V4046 Sgr system. As shown
in Fig. 10 circular systems with low mass companions also
develop central gaps, non-axisymmetric mass accretion and
local circumstellar discs. The averaged mass accretion rate
onto the primary is 3.1× 10−8M yr−1, while the averaged
mass accretion rate onto the secondary is 2.2×10−8M yr−1,
and the corresponding stellar disc is less massive.
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Figure 5. Surface density and velocity distribution denoted by
arrows for the same snapshot as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. Surface density map in logarithmic scale with flow
lines for the V4046 Sgr simulation shown in Fig. 3.
In the case of no mass transfer to the secondary, this
component will spiral inwards and eventually be swallowed
by the primary. It has sometimes been speculated that mass
accretion in systems with low mass secondaries would occur
preferentially to the secondary, and that this process could
prevent a rapid merging of the components. Our calculations
show that the overall process of accretion is the same as in
systems of mass ratio close to one. However, the gas flows
to the secondary will slow down the process of merging. In
the case of a planetary mass companion one expects pertur-
bations to modify the orbital parameters of the planet that
can lead to large-amplitude eccentricity oscillations even for
distant planets (Holman & Wiegert 1999).
We conclude that binaries on circular orbits open gaps
on short time scales, and that substantial mass accretion
takes place also in such systems The accretion is non-
axisymmetric, and gas flows from the surrounding disc
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Figure 7. Grid structure with four additional levels of refinement
over the density map in logarithmic scale for the same snapshot
as shown in Fig. 3. The mesh is refined over the inner cavity and
the spiral arms in the circumbinary disc. The colour scale is the
same as shown in Fig. 5.
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10−2
10−1
100
101
102
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r [R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Σ
Figure 8. Averaged surface density in logarithmic scale as a func-
tion of radial distance in solar radii after 5 orbits. The solid line
corresponds to the averaged density around the primary and the
dashed line is the density around the secondary. There is a high
density peak around each component since we do not consider
accretion onto the stars.
through the co-linear Lagrangian points, similar to what
was founr by Stempels & Gahm (2004) from high-velocity
components in the Balmer emission lines of the object. The
accretion rate is larger towards the primary, and its accre-
tion disc is more massive than the disc around the secondary
in agreement with the simulations by Ochi et al. (2005).
3.2 Eccentric Binaries
In this section we present the results of high-resolution sim-
ulations of a binary with components of nearly equal mass
c© 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 9. Mass accreted around the primary (solid line) and
secondary (dashed line) components as a function of time for the
circular binary system V4046 Sgr.
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Figure 10. Surface density map in logarithmic scale for a sim-
ulation of a circular binary system with a mass ratio of 1:5 and
with the same notations as in Fig. 3.
on a highly eccentric orbit. We have selected the parame-
ters for DQ Tau as a case study with the orbital parameters
given in Table 2. As in the case of circular orbits we used a
grid structure with a dynamically refined grid with four ad-
ditional levels of refinement. The inner cavity is refined and
has higher resolution than the outer regions in the circumbi-
nary disc. The surface density in logarithmic scale is shown
in Fig. 11 at periastron and apastron. The location of the
cavity rim in the system after it has reached a quasi-static
configuration is consistent with the prediction by Artymow-
icz & Lubow (1996). The shape of the gap depends on the
eccentricity of the system and the disc viscosity (Artymow-
icz et al. 1991). The spiral arms in the outer circumbinary
disc become more pronounced than in the V4046 Sgr high-
resolution simulations despite the presence of a wave damp-
ing region close to the outer boundary, which are not seen
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Figure 11. Surface density maps in logarithmic scale for the
eccentric binary system DQ Tau in periastron (top) and apastron
position (bottom).
in the circular binary simulations with a mass ratio close to
unity.
The size of the Roche lobe expands and contracts as the
separation between the components changes. Hence, the cir-
cumstellar discs are small compared with the circular binary
simulations since the closest approach between the stars is
only 5.8 R. There is substantial mass transfer between the
discs as the secondary approaches periastron and the spi-
ral arms are truncated as shown in the early calculations
by Artymowicz & Lubow (1996). Such periodic changes in
the accretion rates onto the stars have also been observed
and may produce phase modulations in the line emission
(Rozyczka & Laughlin 1997).
From our simulations we derive an averaged accre-
tion rate onto the primary of 8.1 × 10−9 M yr−1, and
6.2 × 10−9 M yr−1 for the secondary. Averaged accretion
rates onto the primary are higher than on the secondary in
agreement with the dual-grid eccentric binary simulations
by Gu¨nther & Kley (2002). However, the averaged accretion
onto the stellar components agree in order of magnitude
with respect to circular binary simulations presented in Sec-
c© 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Figure 12. Time dependence of the accreted mass onto the pri-
mary (solid line) and secondary (dashed line) components of the
DQ Tau system.
tion 3.1. Accreted mass onto the primary and secondary
components for the DQ Tau model is shown in Fig. 12. The
accretion rates are larger during periastron passage which
can explain periodic changes in the observed luminosity. Av-
eraged accretion rates in the orbital plane also agree within
order of magnitude with the values obtained from observed
luminosities of DQ Tau by Gullbring et al. (1998).
Orbital parameters of the binary system may be
changed by stream flows that modify the angular momentum
of the orbit (Artymowicz et al. 1991). Although we evolve
the binary orbit using an N-body solver that includes the
effects of the disc gravity, we are not able to study the orbit
evolution for sufficiently long time scales in our model. Con-
sidering the orbital evolution of the system would require
a simplified hydrodynamic description of the circumbinary
disc which is outside the scope of this study.
The patterns of gas flows around circular and eccen-
tric binaries are similar, but with some notable differences
as seen when comparing the density distributions shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 11. In the eccentric case shock fronts in the
streams from the disc edge to the stars produce narrow peaks
in the density map, and these can be traced as they spiral
around each stellar component before matter settle down in
the local discs. These discs are smaller than in the circular
case since the close approach at periastron prevents the for-
mation of massive circumstellar discs. In the eccentric case
the central region is also connected with the disc by bars of
low density and perpendicular to the flow direction. Only in
the circular case with a mass ratio close to unity a stable
central bar connects the circumstellar discs. Spiral patterns
develop in both the circular and eccentric cases, but are
more pronounced in the latter. In highly eccentric systems
such as DQ Tau, spiral arms are formed around each stellar
component, although the spiral patterns are torn off as the
system nears periastron.
4 COMPARISONS WITH OBSERVATIONS
High-resolution observations of V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau show
that the overall appearance of emission line spectra in close
TTS binaries are similar to those of single TTS. Both V4046
Sgr and DQ Tau show emission features that are clearly
connected to the stellar components, and which vary in pro-
jected radial velocity as the stars move around the centre
of mass. This emission is certainly local, and the result
of enhanced chromospheric activity and accretion induced
emission at the footprints of the accretion funnels. However,
these stars differ from single stars in that they show periodic
fluctuations in extended line wings of the Balmer emission
lines coming from warm gas flowing in the circumbinary gap.
This emission is a manifestation of tidal dissipation and vis-
cous heating in the accretion flow in the gap, and is powered
also from other energetic events in the regions and from pho-
toionization from UV light from the stars. The infrared ex-
cess emission comes from the cool, dusty circumbinary disc,
while there is no evidence of warm dust in the gap from the
energy distributions of the stars in question.
In the case of V4046 Sgr, Stempels & Gahm (2004)
found that the Balmer lines have two broad emission com-
ponents (∆v ∼ 170 km s−1) related to gas moving in co-
rotation close to the co-linear Lagrangian points of the sys-
tem and with projected velocity amplitudes of ∼ 80 km s−1.
These components are optically thin, especially in the higher
Balmer lines, since the Balmer decrement, as measured for
the higher Balmer lines, is more or less constant as a function
of velocity shift over the line wings. The computations also
indicate a much lower gas density in the accretion flow than
for accreting single stars, and since the flow has gained a
large spread in projected velocity, photons can easily escape
from any site.
However, in our computations we did not consider de-
tails of heating or cooling of the gas. As a consequence the
gas flows are cool over the entire region, with temperatures
below 1000 K, and no H emission can arise. In order to
make a first qualitative comparison between calculated and
observed line profiles for V4046 Sgr we apply a different
equation-of state for the region inside the disc edge, where
the H emission is formed. Fig. 13 shows the density and
velocity structure of such a modified model assuming a con-
stant T = 6000 K in the gap. Compared to the previous
models the distributions of surface density and velocity re-
main the same (see Fig. 3).
In order to estimate expected emission line fluxes from
the model we assume that the disc has a fixed geometri-
cal thickness. The scale height of the disc may change from
the disc edge to the interior, but these variations can be
expected to be moderate and do not affect the final quali-
tative comparison. Furthermore, the gas density is low and
the projected velocity range is large. To characterize the line
emission as a function of orbital phase, we use the obtained
circumstellar density distribution and assume that the op-
tically thin emission proceeds from the accretion flows in
the inner cavity. Since the line emission can be assumed to
be optically thin, in the higher Balmer lines, except for the
inner cores, we can assume that the line emissivity per vol-
ume is proportional to the volume emission measure (V n2e).
Hence, the total line flux within a certain velocity interval is
proportional to the surface density squared, Σ2, integrated
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Figure 13. Surface density map in logarithmic scale for a simu-
lation of the system V4046 Sgr after 5 orbits assuming a constant
T = 6000 K in the gap.
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Figure 14. Peak velocities of the line profiles as a function of
orbital phase for the V4046 Sgr simulation. The solid lines show
the vΣ2 weighted averages from the streams onto the primary and
secondary components. The peak velocities of the high velocity
Gaussian components from the observations are shown by the
dashed blue lines. Here, phase zero is defined defined as the time
when the secondary passes the plane of the sky in the direction
towards the observer.
over the area confined by the velocity interval in question.
No specific statements about the thickness of the accreting
layer are needed, since the total line intensities are scaled to
match the model profiles.
Our models predict that gas is moving through the co-
linear Lagrangian points of the system, just as inferred from
the periodic changes observed in the wings of the Balmer
lines. We have computed theoretical emission line profiles
sampled over different areas inside the gap as a function of
phase, and as viewed in the line-of-sight to V4046 Sgr. The
best agreement between observed and modelled line profiles,
and their variations, appears when in the model the emis-
sion is sampled only from the area inside the disk edge, at
an outer radius close to the 2:1 resonance at 1.6a, and ex-
tending inwards over the Lagrangian points in question, to
an inner radius of 0.8a. However, the exact locations of these
radii are not very critical for obtaining a fair agreement be-
tween observed and modelled peak velocity and line widths.
Fig. 14 compares the peak velocities as a function of phase
as derived from the model synthetic profiles with those ob-
served by Stempels & Gahm (2004), as described by their
empirical multi-component solution to the optically thin H8,
H9 and H10 Balmer lines, and excluding the stellar compo-
nents. The model amplitude is 20% larger than the peak
velocity of the high velocity wings from the Gaussian de-
composition of the observed profiles. However, the relative
phases of the peak velocities in the calculation agree well
with the observational data.
When also the central discs are included in the com-
putations, strong peaks in the line profiles at velocities ex-
tending to 200 km s−1 are created. These high velocity com-
ponents are present at all phases, but are not visible at all
in the observed profiles. Hence, only by removing the con-
tributions from the stellar discs and their immediate sur-
roundings, we obtain synthetic line profiles that resemble
the observed ones for different phases.
We conclude that there is no observational evidence of
any local discs, but that a fair qualitative agreement be-
tween observed and modelled properties can be obtained
when these discs are removed. Then the remarkable ob-
served changes in the line profiles can be understood in
terms of perturbations in a circumbinary disc from which
non-axisymmetric gas flows are generated. The accreted ma-
terial crosses the gap through the saddle points of the po-
tential down to a certain radius outside the orbiting discs.
The peaks of the observed line profiles at phases close to 0.0
and 0.5 in Fig. 14 differ from the model in the sense that
the model profiles are located at somewhat larger absolute
velocities than observed.
If the local discs are geometrically very thin their con-
tribution to the line emission might be very small and the
corresponding high velocity components might escape de-
tection. As noted by Basri et al. (1997), most of the spectral
properties of TTS do not depend on whether the objects are
single or not. Narrow line components and continuous emis-
sion (veiling) can be present in both cases and are usually
related to magnetospheric accretion. We speculate that the
absence of local discs around the stars is related to magneto-
spheric accretion that could dominate the accretion closer to
the stars. Here, matter is channeled along magnetic dipole
fields to the polar regions of each star, and the magnetic con-
figuration co-rotates with the stars at relatively low speed.
Carlqvist and Gahm (unpublished) calculated the com-
bined magnetic field configurations resulting from two mag-
netic binary components. An example is found in Fig. 23 in
Petrov et al. (2001) for a binary with a large mass ratio.
However, calculations were made also for systems similar to
V4046 Sgr and DQ Tau, and with different assumptions on
the ratio of the magnetic moments. These calculations show
that each star maintains a pronounced local magnetosphere
over an area in the disk plane comparable to the size of the
local disks present in our numerical simulations. Further out
from the stars the global magnetic field strength declines
roughly as r−3, and is comparatively very weak at the cir-
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cumbinary disk edge. More detailed numerical simulations
of the combined magnetic fields in orbiting close TTS bi-
naries, and their interaction with surrounding plasma, have
not been done so far.
Another aspect is that closer to the stellar surfaces the
gas is further heated and Balmer emission is not any more
the dominant emission component. The presence of hot cen-
tral zones, in for example V4046 Sgr, is confirmed by ob-
servations of variable FUV emission lines of He ii, C iv and
Si iv (de La Reza et al. 1986) as well as significant X-ray
emission (Gu¨nther et al. 2006).
In the case of DQ Tau our model indicates that there is
substantial accretion through the inner cavity onto the stars
in agreement with previous SPH simulations (Artymowicz &
Lubow 1996). Accretion onto the stars increases significantly
as they approach periastron in our simulations of close ec-
centric systems. This can explain the periodic outbursts in
the emission lines and the continuous emission (veiling) ob-
served by Basri et al. (1997), and the sudden brightening
at millimetre wavelengths observed by Salter et al. (2008).
Basri et al. (1997) also discovered that Hα shows enhanced
red wings at phases near periastron. Since no detailed line
profile decomposition has been done so far, it is unclear how
these variations in line shape can be related to our model.
In addition, they found that mass ejection from the system
could occasionally occur in periastron. We note that Huerta
et al. (2005) found that the forbidden line emission does not
change with phase, indicating that this emission originates
outside the immediate vicinity of the stars. Carr et al. (2001)
found evidence that also cool molecular gas is moving inside
the disc gap.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented high-resolution simulations of mass ac-
cretion from a circumbinary disc onto a close binary system.
We selected orbital parameters from two T Tauri binaries,
namely the circular spectroscopic system V4046 Sgr and the
highly eccentric system DQ Tau, in order to compare model
predictions with observed quantities. These systems have
components of nearly equal mass. In addition we study a cir-
cular system with a low mass companion. The systems were
evolved for long time scales using an adaptive grid method
and quasi-stationary solutions were achieved in all cases af-
ter a few orbits. We have considered the dynamics and evo-
lution of the discs and gas flows inside the circumbinary gap.
The circumbinary disc edge is located close to the 2:1 res-
onance in agreement with the results from Artymowicz &
Lubow (1994).
These calculations confirm that significant gas accre-
tion occur through tidal gaps generated in such systems, in
particular in the case of circular orbits but with consider-
ably lower surface densities compared to the systems having
highly eccentric orbits. The gas flows are non-axisymmetric
in the studied systems, with two gas streams passing the
co-linear Lagrangian points on the way down to the stars,
where circumstellar discs develop. However, the size of the
gap stays constant due to the equilibrium between viscous
and resonant torques. In the V4046 Sgr case, spiral arms
appear in the circumstellar disc due to the strong gravita-
tional torques from the close stellar component, with a high
density bar joining the circumstellar discs.
We find that the local circumstellar disc around the
primary is significantly more massive than the disc of the
secondary in our simulations after several orbital periods
when the system has reached a quasi-static state. Hence,
mass accretion goes preferentially to the primary, in accor-
dance with the conclusions by Ochi et al. (2005). In eccentric
systems such as DQ Tau, the circumstellar discs are cut off
as the system approaches periastron. Part of the material
is then accreted onto the stellar cores and accretion rates
increase. These periodic accretion changes and brightening
events have been observed in DQ Tau (Basri et al. 1997)
and confirmed by numerical simulations (Gu¨nther & Kley
2002). During apastron the stars accrete mass from the cir-
cumstellar discs that form around each star.
We also used our simulation for a simple, qualitative
comparison between line emission from the region within
the circumbinary disk and the profiles observed by Stem-
pels & Gahm (2004). We found that a fair agreement with
the velocity changes as a function of orbital phase observed
for the optically thin higher Balmer lines can be achieved
if an inner region surrounding the local circumstellar discs,
is not taken into account. Our model can characterize the
stream flows in the inner cavity of circumbinary discs down
to a certain radius from the centre. This shows that in T
Tauri binary systems accretion may occur due to gravita-
tional interaction with the circumbinary disc. Since there is
no observational evidence for the presence of circumstellar
discs, we speculate that hydrodynamic accretion can be ef-
fective only down to a certain radius from the centre, below
which magnetospheric accretion is likely to take over the
accretion process. Our calculations of combined magnetic
field configurations around binary magnetic stars also show
that each component is surrounded by rather compact local
magnetospheres, but that the field strengths decline rapidly
towards the circumbinary disk edge.
There are also a number of differences in observed and
modelled line profiles and the projected velocities at peak
intensity, but only at certain phases. The comparison shows
that gas emission is produced in a larger region in co-
rotation with the stars than predicted by the model. Three-
dimensional hydrodynamic models with self-consistent ra-
diative transfer will be necessary to better estimate line
emission from this object and provide constraints on the pa-
rameters of the system by matching observed profiles. Future
calculations should also include a more realistic mechanism
to account for accretion onto the stars.
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